
Famous A!llerican l'lays of the t960s edited by Harold Clur!Tlan, with 

the Autobiogranhy of lfalcolm ; ( 1964) and. Kurt Vonnegut's novel 

God ~less You, Hr. Rosewater (1965), I think I could start off 

with a second-quarter freshman composition class in pursuit of 

the 1960s. 

INTE.ItCHANGZ 

"Interchange", a place to respond to articles in 

HEJ, to expand, gloss, to offer your own insight, 

wants your comments. Comments by our readers of 

JOO - 500 wo:::-ds should address an article appearing 

in a previous journal or state a concern, one of 

our readers might be able to address in a future 

article. llowever, "Interchange" is not a 

'complaints' booth! Your comment must be accom

panied by yCJUr name and address, The llii tor 

reserves the right to accept or reject comments 

and to edit in ways that do not change the content, 

"Interchange" will have 1-4 pages, depending on 

the number of comments and the available space, 

Comments forW-5 1982 should reach the Editor 

no later thanJMUtlr""~ · 15, 1982, 

INVITING STUDENT RESPONSES TO 

COMMENTS ON THiTI:R PAPE.:.lS 

by David V, Harrington 

Not only do I believe that all Cnglish teachers consider 

grading papers the hardest work they do, they probably also judge 

it to be the most frustrating, At any rate teachers will often 

suspect that students look only at the grades they are given and 

pay no attention to the kinds of errors marked or ·the comments 

urging changes in substance, style, or arrangement. Fairly 

often when students come in for a conference they will ask: 

"What can I do to improve?" as though it never occurred to them 

to review the comments on papers received and see if they add up 

to a manageable program for improvement. Some teachers will 

even use a personal conference as the original means for com-
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municating comments on student writing reasoning that direct oral 

confrontation gets the message across. I personally believe that 

in a writing course writ.ten comments are preferable to oral com

ments; but the teacher writing such comments should take pains to 

insure that students pay attention to those comments. One of the 

best methods is inviting students to write responses to the com

ments on graded papers they have received from their teacher, 

Students need to get accustomed to ways in which written 

communication differs from face to face conversations, Written 

communication often seems less pleasant because it is less 

personal, there are delays in feedback, and it is much harder to 

guess at another writer's meanings. The suspicion I have about 

personal conferences for grading papers is that these difficulties 

in writing are minimized, Tioth student and teacher may assume 

more meaning than is actually stated. The student may not have 

to prove herself objectively in written performance, if she is 

skillful in communicating her intentions at an -oral conference, 

Students need to look analytically at what they have truly put on 

paper and develop greater consciousness about their writing 

strengths anrl weaknesses, 

The previous assumptions motivate my asking students to 

respond to comments on their papers, but they tie in also with 

some other useful practices, ?or example, at the start of each 

composition class I ask my students to write a couple of pages in 

which they size up their own strengths and weaknesses in writing, 

and specify those aspects of writing which they hope they can 

improve. I collect these papers, but do not grade them or. return 

them. However, I read them very carefully and refer to them 

frequently, and they help determine what I emphasize in sub

sequent class work, It is of value to know something about how 

they feel about the strengths and weaknesses in their writing 

and how much they know about principles of rhetoric, This 

knowledge is important at the beginning of the class but also as 

their understanding changes at later points in the class, In

viting responses to comments on their papers is in a sense a 

continuation of the motives behind the request for the initial 

personal assessment paper, It continues to ask them what they 
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think about their o,m writing, encouraging greater consciousness 

about what is involved in the general art of writing, 

Also, when returning papers, describe the paper-grading 

process. I encourage students to put themselves in the teacher's 

shoes and to reread their own papers noticing that my marginal 

comments are a r eader's reactions to what is freshly encountered 

on the written page, They are to see these comments as part of 

a written dialogue between reader and writer on how -the paper was 

received, And this dialogue can prove especially instructive if 

continued for one or two further exchanges for each of the early 

papers in the course. Let me illustrate what can be gained from 

inviting student responses with three kinds of exercises, de

scribing some- o:f the advantages gained from each. But I should 

describe, to some extent, how these exercises fit into my cur

rent course design, though I hope the underlying principles in 

the exercise can be transferred into anybody's course design, 

In comparison with many teachers, I ask for fewer but longer 

papers, with greater emphasis on substance than style, 

In a fourteen-week semester class, I ask students to read 

six books and write a paper of about 1000 words on each book, 

Sach paper should be informative and interesting for other 

people who have also read these books, The point of that latter 

qualification is to rule out easy summaries or a recitation of 

highlights of the book. Hy course is not just a composition 

course but also a reading course including an instructional book, 

a book dealing with theory, a novel, a collection of poems, a 

Shakespearean play, and a book using indirect language, such as 

satire or irony or perhaps an allegory, A person has to be a 

good reader to be a good writer, Discussion of the books, how~ 

ever, is not just instruction on reading or interpretation of 

the reading, but also suggestions of problems worth struggling 

with and worth writing papers about, 

In the early weeks of each composition course, I place 

heavy emphasis on invention or discovery techniques stressing 

the need to know the subject, and to know how to find something 

worth communicating to others, how to focus on a problem worth 

solving, how to gather data, and how to get started on a 
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project. I anticipate that the greatest weakness in students' 

early essays wi 11 be inadeq_uate focussing, a la.ck of development, 

and insufficient us e of evidence, examples, or illustrations, 

Pointing out such crucial deficiencies can, for some students, 

be devastating. Like most teachers, I mark whatever I notice on 

their papers--errors and weaknesses of course, but as many strong 

points, too, that seem like real strengths. But, for my first 

exercise as I grade and then return their first set of papers, I 

mar.k out -l"or them one paragraph that I want rewritten in ac

cordance with the principles of invention already alluded to and 

which I have specified reasonably clearly again in my marginal 

comments on their papers, I assure them that they don't need 

to work a long time on this project, but I want to see that they 

can improve substantially this one paragTaph. In actual fact, 

they probably should rewrite every paragraph to compose a good 

essay, but that would take up most of the time for the next 

reading and writing assignment. 

In subsequent papers, students usually, but not always, will 

wr:i.te more substantial paragraphs if they learn how when concen

trating on just on e . In the paragraph rewri t ing exercise, they 

may or may not include details as specific as I want them to be, 

But i~ they do write a good paragraph with this exercise, they 

generally write a lot more good ones in their next paper, On the 

other hand, if one of them cannot improve this one paragraph in 

the manner recommended, I know that this person need.s special 

help or another description of the same lesson in different words 

or with a different a.pproach. I do not spend much time on the 

revised paragraphs because I know approximately what to expect and 

only mark grossly erratic mechanical details. But I praise them 

when their paragraphs are well done and note that fact in my 

record book, In this type of exercise, students respond to my 

corr4~ents with practical demonstrations of whether they learned 

from my earlier comments or not. 

!-, second type of response exercise invites more theoretical 

judgments from the students abrut how they react to my comments, 

For practicality, I combine the responses with instruction in 

writing a comparison an"! contrast paragraph, with maybe a few 
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words on parallel structu!e or on how contrasting conjunctions 

aid coherence, But my major, though ulterior, motive is to gain 

from them candid judgments about the worth of my comments on their 

papers, They can divide comments various ways: good ones and bad 

ones; or clear directions vs, vague ones; corrections that show 

the writer how it should have been done or corrections that 

merely ask or challenge the reader to discover how to do it right 

on his own; or comments they agree with in contrast with comments 

they think are unjust or unwise, This exercise hc,s always been 

th0 most helpful one, :'hey are urged to include illustrative 

quotations; so this exercise, in some respects, reinforces gains 

from the previous one, 

Students interpret my comments sometimes very differently 

than I -woulil have guessed, And my comments mean different things 

to different people, For example, students vary greatly in their 

r eception of comments that merely call in question the appropri~ 

ateness of a phrase, a conclusion, or evidence. Some will say 

they appreciate very much the challenge to reconsider and think of 

a better solution for their own problems, Others, however, see 

comments of that sort as worthless, because they want to be told 

directly what is wrong. It is very helpful for a teacher to see 

these different sides of different students. Students quite 

regularly tell me they are unimpressed when I communicate opinions 

or judgments that are different from opinions or judgments they 

have made on their own papers, I believe they are entirely right 

in disregarding my personal views which happen to differ from 

theirs, Their telling me this is a salutary reminder that I 

should either be asking them to give more supporting evidence 

for their opinions or showing them evidence that clearly counts 

against their position, For another kind of surprise, in one 

instance a student quoted my marginal comment: "It is good to 

review these facts about the background of the book," She 

noticed that my comment could be taken two ways; one interpreta

tion was that I apparently enjoyed her review of the background 

material; but she also wondered if perhaps I really meant that 

c: he needed to go back and re-check her facts in the paragraph, 

l~rom these experiences, I have learned to avoid certain kinds of 
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comments, but more importantly I have learned how to deal more 

effectively ¾~th specific students, 

A thi:!'.'d kind of response that I ask for is a question about 

how well they can pull together the scattered remarks from two 

or more papers to ,focus on their major problems or strengths 

in one of the great divisions of rhetorical study, invention, 

style, or arrangement, For special emphasis on style, students 

are invited to write a paragraph about what they have learned 

about their personal style of writing from the accumulation of 

comments on their recent papers, They are encouraged to write 

about changes in style that seem frequently encouraged or that 

th"Y m.3.y b-°" striving for in the future, They could write about 

distinctive tenrl.encies they have become aware of in +.hei-r own 

style, whether in diction, sentence structure, or relationships 

between parts of their essays, :J:r. they could write about 

personal problems or uncertainties with style that they feel they 

haven't received enough help with so far, 

I believe this exercise is worth doing even though student 

responses have been less satisfying than for the other two types, 

'i'he task imposed upon them is valuable but ha...rd. By now, if they 

know their response won't be a major grade change, they may 

prefer to save energy. Pulling togethE:r di verse comments on 

style in an effort to find guidelines to direct their own improve

ment is the ideal; the result in a number of cases is very easy 

generalizing without specific references to actual comments on 

their papers. 3omeone said, for example, that some of the 

changes asked for in his writing are obtainable; but other recom

mendations seem strange. However, he cited no examples of either 

type, On t he other hand, students always like compliments and 

will quote them exactly as I wrote them: "Good use of analogies," 

for example, or "These questions arouse the reader's interest," 

are compliments that encourage a student to continue to use these 

techniques. Some conscientious students will quote rather sub

stantial statements by me in their responses and describe how 

they intend to follow my advice, Perhaps this exercise wruld 

yield better results -if r·narrowed the scope to a more 

,,pecialized aspect of style, But I fear I may not say enough 
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on any one aspect of style in ny comments to give all students 

material for an intelligent response, 

There are difficulties in using 8Xercises of the types de-

s cribed here. ·I am an unusu c;.lly slow paper grader myself, There 

is no chance of sturlents getting immediate feedback from me, But 

I don't think they need to. The delay can often be very helpful 

i.n that the student has a better chance of looking objectively 

at something he WTote a wr,ek or even two weeks ago than i: the 

paper were still warm from hi s hand writing. The slowness may 

mean that a student loses some interest in her paper as a whole. 

But that isn't necessarily bad if one can get her to work on a 

lir.tl ted part of the paper as a matter of principle, or if onr, can 

persuade her to compare her reactions at this later time with the 

teacher's comments. As the semester wears on, the exercises, 

though they don't take much time, may seem to some stud ent.s like: a 

wo:::-thl,,ss bother, Thus, some wi 11 do no more than a perfunctory 

job, I~ the student is not lookifig critically both at how he 

writes and at comments on how he WTites, he probably will not 

change his writing habits much, Jne needs to make changes or 

pro•ri.sions for problems like these, 

ifonetheless, there are quite a number of major advantages for 

exercises like these which invite student responses to comments 

on their papers. ?or one thing, students obviously get extra 

writing practice under circumstances which must seem mcar~ngful 

but not particularly threatening, A second advantage is that 

these exercises help the teacher t o maintain strong emphasis on 

the peculiarities and difficulties in written communication, .The 

third advantage which helps alleviate some o~ the difficulty 

alluded to in the preceding sentence is that the exercise con

tributes to a continuing dialogue in written form between teacher 

an~ student, Comments on papers can be responded to or argued 

against or asked about. There isn't such an obvious, unques

tionable finality in the teacher's judgements, Perhaps the 

students could even feel there isn't necessarily any last word in 

discussions of papers, · The fourth advantage was alluded to in 

the opening comments of this paper: these exercises force the 

student to look directly at a reader's reactions to their papers 
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and think at least once more about how she writes, or about 

principles already encountered in her schooling, The fifth and 

last advantage seems to me as valuable as any of the previous ones 

in that the teacher learns how people react to his comments, He 

learns that different students respond in strikingly varied ways 

to some rather standard remarks, such as "not well stated" or 

"this is a fair opening paragraph." In these responses, the 

teacher probably receives quite a number of politic if not down

right insincere compliments for comments on student papers. But 

he learns a great deal about how particular students misunderstand 

or need further help with some kinds of instructions, and learns 

that comments, if truly looked at and understood, mean a great 

deal to students, 

WRITING LAB 

by Hiles B. Canning 

INTRODUCTION 

The Writing Lab was implemented at HHS at the beginning of 

the 1979-80 school year and became part of the program at the 

District's other senior high, Apple Valley, in 1980-81. Approx

imately 100 RHS students were involved in the lab its 1st year 

and t.50 more participated in 1980-81, This year another 1.50 

students are using the lab to improve writing skills. 

The program is based on the demonstration of mastery of 

specific skills, Writing skills are divided into nine areas of 

concentration: writing terminology; reference, study and evalua

tion; spelling; capitalization and punctuation; usage; style and 

diction; sentences; development of paragraphs and larger elements; 

and forms of writing. These areas, in turn, are subdivided into 

more detailed components. 

There are two ways students may participate in the lab--they 

can join it on their own, or one or more of their teachers may 

recommend them to the lab after reviewing their writing samples 

and determining a need, Results from the writing assessments 

program are also used in crunseling students, 

Once in the lab, students receive indivicual attention and 

progress at their own pace. Students attend class daily, work 
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